Dreamsville

Letra: Jay Livingston & Ray Evans
Música: HENRY MANCINI
Versión Coral: JOSÉ LUIS BLASCO

Moderato \( \frac{\text{d}}{\text{bar}} = 80 \) Legato

I'm in Dreams-ville holding you; A

I'm in Dreams-ville holding you; A

I'm in Dreams-ville holding you; A

I'm in Dreams-ville holding you; A

I'm in Dreams-ville holding you; A

I'm in Dreams-ville holding you; A

Dreamy view,
Just we two alone with love in

Dreamy view,
Just we two alone with love in

Dreamy view,
Just we two alone with love in

Dreamy view,
Just we two alone with love in

Dreamy view,
Just we two alone with love in

Dreamy view,
Just we two alone with love in
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S

Dreams-ville

Time is new; We're here to love

C1

Dreams-ville

Time is new; We're here to love

C2

Dreams-ville

Time is new; We're here to love

T1

Dreams-ville

Time is new; We're here to love

T2

Dreams-ville

Time is new; We're here to love

B

Dreams-ville

Time is new; We're here to love

and we do. We can see the rest of the world below us from

and we do. We can see the rest of the world below us from

and we do. We can see the rest of the world below us from

and we do. We can see the rest of the world below us from

and we do. We can see the rest of the world below us from

and we do. We can see the rest of the world below us from

our pink cloud. There's no bound-ty to this mag-ic land

As we go expl-or-ing hand in hand in dream-y Dreams-ville
far away, And here we love, Here we'll stay. We can stay. We can stay. We can stay. We can stay. We can stay.